Former CBS President
Speaks to Red Hawks

For students in the School of Communication and Media (SCM), any opportunity to speak with someone successful in the media industry could be incredibly beneficial and career-changing. Yet, when students think of successful media professionals, they also seem to think that most of those people are inaccessible and that asking them for advice would be nearly impossible.

However, the SCM has recently launched a speaker series that will now allow students to have that opportunity.

On Oct. 11, the SCM launched the speaker series with Andrew Heyward, former president of CBS. Heyward is a 12-time Emmy Award-winning producer who held his position from 1996-2005. He is currently a Senior Advisor for Marketplace LLC, Monitor Group’s digital media practice, a multinational management consulting firm.

The series launch took place in University Hall and was led by Merrill Brown, Director of SCM.

Former CBS President Andrew Heyward appears on Carpe Diem.

Stephanie Agudelo
Assistant News Editor

Assault Driving Employees Away

Recent assault on a shuttle driver by a student endangers employees

The shuttle drivers on our campus often have to put up with some nuisances on campus. Loud students, overcrowded buses and intoxicated Thursday night riders are only some of the issues drivers have to deal with. Still, most students try to remain respectful to the shuttle drivers while they are working. However, a student expressed hateful remarks and actions towards an MSU shuttle driver.

At 5:30 p.m. on Oct. 3 in Lot 60, a student signaled a shuttle to pick him up at a non-pick up area. Buses here must follow the policy of only picking up and dropping off students at designated areas, so the driver could not stop to pick up the student. The student responded by spitting on the bus and shooting racial slurs at the shuttle driver.

Shuttles carry students all across campus, but some of those students are putting the drivers in danger.

James Caviglia
Contributing Writer

Can't Rock the Vote at MSU

It wasn't for a lack of trying, but after the successful registration of nearly 3,000 resident students, Montclair State University’s request to have polling stations on campus for this November’s election has been denied. The news came Oct. 15 from the Board of Elections. In a letter to Montclair State University, they stated, “A new voting district on the ground...”

Lindsay Rassmann
Managing Editor
On Oct. 10:
Two female residents of Hawk Crossings reported a theft by deception. They were trying to purchase tickets off of Craigslist. When the money was sent, they never received the tickets. This matter is under investigation.

On Oct. 12:
A male resident of Alice Paul Hall reported an act of criminal mischief to his door. Graffiti was discovered written on his door.

Kelly Williams, 18, of Titusville, was charged with disorderly conduct while in Hawk Crossings. This matter is under investigation.

On Oct. 12:
Nathaniel Mandieta, 23, of Long Branch, was charged with disorderly conduct while in Hawk Crossings. This matter is under investigation.

On Oct. 12:
Brian Flores, 19, of Union, was charged with defiant trespass while in Hawk Crossings. This matter is under investigation.

On Oct. 12:
A female student reported the theft of her unsecured jacket from Hawk Crossings. This matter is under investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think we've made a mistake in a story, please call Editor-in-Chief Lori at ext. 5230.
Transform your life
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A New Way to Stop 'Apple Picking'

Brittany Ungano
Staff Writer
October 18, 2012

With the release of the new iPhone 5, the New York City Police Department is starting its own movement.

On Sept. 21, when the new iPhone was released, the NYPD started Operation ID.

This movement is to help victims find their lost or stolen phones or other electronic devices.

All you need to do is go to police the serial number for your new phone and they will make sure the phone is returned to you if it’s stolen and recovered by officers.

There are a few added features to the iPhone 5. On the outside, the iPhone 5’s main difference is its taller, thinner design. The display now measures 4 inches diagonally, compared to 3.5 inches. This gives an extra row of icons, more space for browsing apps and movies.

Inside there’s LTE support, a faster 4G chip, camera improvements and an extra microphone. Also, the back of the new device is made of aluminum, though there are glass windows on the top and bottom of the phone.

One of the biggest features found on this device and older iPhones with the new iOS 6 upgrade is the ability to turn on “Find My iPhone.”

By going into the phone’s settings, you can turn on this feature by going into the iCloud tab.

Android users can also download a third-party application similar to “Find My iPhone” to track their own devices.

The theft of Apple phones and other handheld devices drove the spike in robberies and larceny this year,” said NYPD Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly in a statement. “Individuals alert to their surroundings are less likely to become victims, and Operation ID will help those whose property is lost or stolen get it back.”

On Sept. 21, officers were stationed at 21 retailers throughout New York, including six Apple Stores, seven Verizon retailers and eight AT&T retailers as part of Operation ID.

This program is free to the public. Officers will register the serial number of iPhones or any electronic devices along with the owner’s name and contact information free of charge.

According to New York News and Features, more than 4,000 Apple devices have been reported stolen this year. This has drastically increased from the 2,696 that were swiped last year. As a result, grand larceny is up 10 percent. The police have started calling it “Apple picking.”

“It’s about time that all the carriers actually take command of the fact that they have unique IDs with their phones, and when phones are stolen, they should be off the market,” said product manager Keushal Banpat, while waiting in line for the new iPhone.

MSU students are also happy with the new program.

“I think that Operation ID is a great idea because iPhones are wanted by almost everyone,” said student Catarina Neta.

Those who can’t afford the new iPhone and see one that is unattended just may steal it so they can have one. iPhones are very expensive and if mine were stolen, I wouldn’t want to spend another few hundred dollars to get another. The Operation ID serves its purpose so police will be able to track my phone down.”

“Makes sense because the phone essentially is a GPS,” said student Jake Campbell. “If it gets stolen, you should be able to track it down.”

Operation ID is not just for the iPhone 5 or Apple products. The NYPD will take the serial number for any and all “valuable portable electronics.”

Apple has slowly taken over college campuses. Students can frequently be seen texting, Instagraming or updating their Facebook from their iPhones.

This movement is to help victims find their lost or stolen phones or other electronic devices.

All you need to do is go to police the serial number for your new phone and they will make sure the phone is returned to you if it’s stolen and recovered by officers.

There are a few added features to the iPhone 5. On the outside, the iPhone 5’s main difference is its taller, thinner design. The display now measures 4 inches diagonally, compared to 3.5 inches. This gives an extra row of icons, more space for browsing apps and movies.

Inside there’s LTE support, a faster 4G chip, camera improvements and an extra microphone. Also, the back of the new device is made of aluminum, though there are glass windows on the top and bottom of the phone.

One of the biggest features found on this device and older iPhones with the new iOS 6 upgrade is the ability to turn on “Find My iPhone.”

By going into the phone’s settings, you can turn on this feature by going into the iCloud tab.

Android users can also download a third-party application similar to “Find My iPhone” to track their own devices.

The theft of Apple phones and other handheld devices drove the spike in robberies and larceny this year,” said NYPD Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly in a statement. “Individuals alert to their surroundings are less likely to become victims, and Operation ID will help those whose property is lost or stolen get it back.”

On Sept. 21, officers were stationed at 21 retailers throughout New York, including six Apple Stores, seven Verizon retailers and eight AT&T retailers as part of Operation ID.

This program is free to the public. Officers will register the serial number of iPhones or any electronic devices along with the owner’s name and contact information free of charge.

According to New York News and Features, more than 4,000 Apple devices have been reported stolen this year. This has drastically increased from the 2,696 that were swiped last year. As a result, grand larceny is up 10 percent. The police have started calling it “Apple picking.”

“It’s about time that all the carriers actually take command of the fact that they have unique IDs with their phones, and when phones are stolen, they should be off the market,” said product manager Keushal Banpat, while waiting in line for the new iPhone.

MSU students are also happy with the new program.

“I think that Operation ID is a great idea because iPhones are wanted by almost everyone,” said student Catarina Neta.

Those who can’t afford the new iPhone and see one that is unattended just may steal it so they can have one. iPhones are very expensive and if mine were stolen, I wouldn’t want to spend another few hundred dollars to get another. The Operation ID serves its purpose so police will be able to track my phone down.”

“Makes sense because the phone essentially is a GPS,” said student Jake Campbell. “If it gets stolen, you should be able to track it down.”

Operation ID is not just for the iPhone 5 or Apple products. The NYPD will take the serial number for any and all “valuable portable electronics.”
Peak Performances

OCTOBER 20 | 8:00 P.M.

ARTEK

Gwendolyn Toth, Artistic Director

I’ll Never See the Stars Again

Through the lush music of Monteverdi, six singers and five instrumentalists portray a group of Italian refugees in a series of vignettes about the despair of betrayal and the comedy of love.

OCTOBER 21 | 3:00 P.M.

Shanghai Quartet

with Jan Vogler (cello)

Featuring:

Haydn’s String Quartet in D Major, “The Lark”

Shostakovich’s String Quartet No. 6 in G Major

Schubert’s String Quintet in C Major

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org | Alexander Kasser Theater

*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.
Around 3:00 a.m. Tuesday morning, several valuable paintings were stolen from the Kunsthal museum in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The paintings’ artists include Picasso, Matisse, Monet and Freud.

On Tuesday, following a two year heroin trafficking investigation, approximately 200 police officers made 42 arrests in a series of raids in Mulhouse, Germany.

On Tuesday night, Candy Crowley hosted the second presidential debate in New York. She was the first woman to host a debate in over 20 years.

Crowley admits Romney was correct when he challenged President Obama’s debate claim that the President had immediately called the attack on the Libyan consulate a terrorist act, though she first agreed with Obama and cut short Romney’s response.

Mass production of a cardboard bike, invented by Israeli Izhar Gafni, is projected to begin within the next few months. The bike will not only change transportation accessibility, but also how factories manufacture goods.

Cuba has announced the removal of what the government calls exit permits. As it was, citizens must purchase a permit before foreign travel. Now, all citizens will need is a valid passport and visa.

The FDA reported Monday that more people may be at risk of contamination from painkillers made at a Massachusetts drug company. The company was recently linked to a meningitis outbreak.

An agent for the Central Intelligence Agency was among those killed in a suicide bombing at an Afghan intelligence office, the latest so-called “insider attack” in the war.

To find your polling place or for more election information, visit vote411.com.

Congratulations to your Homecoming King and Queen!

Ian Crouse and Melissa Van Eck
You no longer have to own a motorcycle to be eligible to wear a leather jacket. Nowadays, it can be paired with almost anything. As of right now, I believe leather jackets are the best article of clothing for fall. Tweet me @MSU_fashion if you disagree.

Caroline Ogando, a dance major here at MSU, seemed to agree with me. “I have an obsession with my leather jacket,” she said. She tugged at the bottom hemline of her jacket and continued, “They’re good for fall — not too cold, not too hot — and they’re perfect.”

It wasn’t hard to find a variety of my fellow Montclair students wearing this fashion trend as I scouted the campus. This item of clothing will be tough to beat for fall. Leather jackets typically have a strong, masculine, rough vibe. That’s why I usually like to wear feminine articles of clothing to contrast it. However, it can be worn with basically anything.

I also agree with Amanda Olsen, broadcasting major, who was caught sporting a black leather jacket.

“It is the best item of clothing you can have. You can dress it up, you can dress it down, you can take it to school, you can take it to the workplace, and you can actually go clubbing with a leather jacket, too. When you wear a leather jacket, it just makes your outfit look good. You don’t know what to wear, you just throw a leather jacket on and you look good for the rest of the day,” she said.

The best part is that there are so many colors you can choose from and different styles you can sport. My favorite leather jackets have intricate details like my very own white leather jacket with studs on the lapel. Find one that best suits you and rock it!

Follow for your daily dose of fashion. @MSU_fashion.
Campus Guide: Surviving the Change in Seasons

Jacquelyn Rodriguez
Contribution Writer

With fall officially in full swing and winter peeking its head around the corner, it has become increasingly frigid on campus. Sometimes it’s so cold, I can sometimes feel my face begin to dry and crack. With that said, I created a “Survival Guide” to help you stay warm, moisturized and of course, fashionable! I don’t believe in compromising style to deal with the chilly temperatures that are upon us and neither should you.

Survival Tip One:
Always have a knitted scarf on hand. Knitted scarves have become a hot item in past years and most importantly, they are inexpensive. My suggestion is to try a scarf from H&M. They have an abundance of knitted scarves and in the “infin-tiy” style, too! Forever 21, ASOS, American Eagle and ZARA carries them as well. Unsure of what color to get? If you’re like me and wear your scarf with everything, stick to neutrals (grey, navy, black, red, beige) just so it flows with everything else you are wearing. Keep those necks up, happy people!

Survival Tip Two:
Wear a hat. Seriously, wearing a hat is so crucial as the temperatures drop, especially for those late night classes. Your head is the easiest way to lose any heat your body creates. When it’s thirty degrees outside and your body is saying “ERMAHGERD, IZ SER CERL DURT,” your body goes into a frenzy to create heat. The powerhouse of the heat comes from your head, and when it isn’t covered you will not only be freezing but you will get a killer headache and most likely a cold after that. If you want a knitted hat to match your knitted scarf, then I strongly encourage it!

Survival Tip Three:
Use lip balm. It’s always vital to keep your lips moisturized because honestly, having chapped lips is not only unappealing but it causes cracked lips, split lips and, worst of all, peeling lips. They are all equally annoying and unsightly, so it’s always good to have lip balm around. There are three lip balm products that I swear by: Burt’s Bees, EOS and my favorite, but extremely pricey at $25 a tube, Sugar Advanced Lip Therapy by Fresh. But let’s stray away from the luxury item and focus on Burt’s and EOS. I love both of them and they equally get the job done. However, from experience, I had noticed that Burt’s Bee’s is a little greasier than EOS, probably because its purpose is for extremely dry lips. EOS is smooth, creamy and it moisturizes in seconds, not to mention having the cutest presentation and many flavors, too!

If you don’t use lip balm often, I highly recommend EOS. It’s that great. If you can, splurge on the $25 lip balm. It’s worth the price but not very economical for college students. EOS and Burt’s Bees can be found at Target.

Survival Tip Four:
In addition to keeping your lips moisturized, take the extra step and moisturize your face and hands every morning, afternoon and night. Covering your face exposed to the wind every time you leave a building results in a direct target for frigid winds. Try to get a face cream that has sun protection formulated in it. Although it’s freezing outside, the UV rays are still there. Unless your skin is really, really dry, make sure your face creams are oil-free to prevent breakouts. As for hand creams, remember our lip balm favorite, EOS? They have a hand cream line that’s divine! The hand cream is silky and it doesn’t leave a greasy film on your hands. It quickly moisturizes and comes in travel size so you can keep it with you at all times. It’s really easy to get dry skin in the fall and winter since blistering winds are always nipping at you, so try to keep your skin moisturized to prevent it from cracking.

Survival Tip Five:
When it comes to the fall, it usually means one thing when it comes to shoes — boots! Now, I understand that Uggs are comfortable and hassle-free, but ladies, are they really that stylish? Here are two essential alternative boots that you need in your wardrobe.

Ankle boots: Also known as booties. They’re the most versatile pair of boots on the market. You can wear them with leggings, dresses or my two personal favorites, a jewel-toned maxi skirt or a pair of jeans rolled up to the top of the boot.

Riding boots: These boots are the classic out of the three. When investing in riding boots, you really want to make a solid purchase, so go ahead and splurge and make sure they are genuine leather because if they aren’t, they will only last a few seasons.

WRITERS NEEDED! Write for The Montclarion’s Feature Section!

Contact msufeature@gmail.com for information and details
Interested in law school?

NEW JERSEY’S 30th ANNUAL

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS DAY

Wednesday, November 7, 2012
1:00 pm-4:30 pm

Panel on the Law Admissions Process 1-2 pm
Law Fair 2-4:00 pm
Pathways to Law: Perspectives of Law Students 3:30-4:30 pm

Free and open to the public.

Montclair State University
Student Center
Ballrooms A, B, and C

Co-Sponsored by and Rutgers-Newark Career Development Center

Learn about law school admissions
Speak directly to law school representatives to obtain information on
the application process and admission criteria
Receive L.S.A.T. information
Get a head start on the admissions process

Partial List of Schools that have attended the event:

Albany    Fordham    Cardozo    William and Mary    Boston College
Widener   Roger Williams    Boston Univ.    Temple    Seton Hall
Hofstra   U. of Baltimore    Tulane    Villanova    Penn State-Dickinson
Pace      District of Columbia    New England    New York Law    Western New England
Regent    Texas Wesleyan    Rutgers-Newark    CUNY Law    U. of Maryland
Drake     Touro      St. Thomas    Drexel    St. John’s
Elon      Quinnipiac    Thomas Cooley    William Mitchell    Chapman
SUNY Buffalo

Co-Sponsored at Montclair State by:
Political Science & Law Department; Pre-Law Society; Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law Fraternity;
EOF Legal Studies; Political Science Club

For further information
call (973) 655-4238 or
e-mail taylorm@mail.montclair.edu
Within a few short years, he went from living with developmental disabilities to now living with behavioral disabilities. This was too much for me to handle alone. I needed and wanted support at this time, finding none in my immediate circle. The pressure for me to leave my marriage was mounting, not just from her, but now from my sister as well. Suddenly, relatives and family friends were also there. This was not how this son was faring. All that would be beneficial in later court proceedings, but in the moment, it was crushing my son who could not understand what was happening was like reliving the abuse all over again. His behaviors were not improving. I was wilting away. Something had to be done.

I learned the hospital staff did reach out to him anyway, but was refused entry when he showed up, as he was only permitted by a court order to visit on Sundays. At least six Sundays came and went, and his father never bothered to visit or attempt to check in on how his son was faring. All that would be beneficial in later court proceedings, but in the moment, it was crushing my son who could not understand. There was a time I made a visit and was allowed to meet with him in his room as he earned that reward. We were sitting on his bed when he put his hands around my neck. It was then I realized he witnessed everything his father did to me, even though I had not known that at the time. He replied, “I saw my fardder do it to my mudder.”

I left there crying uncontrollably. The staff threatened that if I did not come back, they would be placing a call to child protective services. These were the very same people who then had the power to remove children from homes that were exposed to the domestic violence I had avoided years before. I thought I was going to do one better. I would contact them myself. I had a very helpful caseworker explain what was available to us. It was not much, so when my son was discharged from the hospital, all we had were referrals to an outpatient mental health clinic. We went to the intake appointment. Each time I shared what was happening was like reliving the abuse all over again. His behaviors were not improving. I was wringing my hands. Something had to be done. I made a follow-up call to the child protective worker and asked how I can make voluntary placement. I followed the steps and my son was now in their custody. This move divided my mother, family and I even further. They did not agree with me, but did offer suggestions on how to better the situation. It was a hard time being away from my son, but I kept all but one call to the site to let him know I was still there for him. At another court date my abuser’s attorney motioned a visitation arrangement. I was in the courtroom unrepresented and decided not to go back for an attorney, especially since my son was no longer in my care, but in the state’s custody. I shared everything with the attorney assigned to me who thought it best we mention it when we came back from adjournment two months later.

When the judge learned that my son was in foster care, she ordered a law guardian be placed on the case and my son to court to the next day. My son and his father reunited for all about five minutes. Hugging and laughing as if they had never been apart. The laws governing how and what was described in these recommendations to the court. But custody and was ordered to provide supervised visitation and parenting classes. I had also been allowed to communicate with him through the phone three times a week.

His father made those six months hell not just for me, but for the son he claimed to love. It was worse than the grieving I experi-enced after the loss of my youngest son. His actions reminded me of the threat he made, “I will do something to hurt your heart.” The phone calls were supposed to be a half hour each time, but when he allowed me to get through, it would be for only the last few minutes, so my son and I never got to say much besides, “I love you.” When I would show up for visitation, I would find that the half hour I was permitted was scrutinized as staff recorded our interactions. I could not answer questions my son had, nor could I promise when and if we would see each other again. This was not for it. Six six officers responded. The same two were also there. This time they were not laughing. We made our way into the ambulance, and I thought as my abuser did, act out violently when you cannot get your way. We are go- ing to do anything to get in control of some-thing controlling us.

I made another call to 911. This time, six offices responded. The same two were also there. This time they were not laughing. We made our way into the ambulance, and I thought as my abuser did, act out violently when you cannot get your way. We are going to do anything to get in control of something controlling us.

I made another call to 911. This time, six officers responded. The same two were also there. This time they were not laughing. We made our way into the ambulance, and I thought as my abuser did, act out violently when you cannot get your way. We are going to do anything to get in control of something controlling us.

I made another call to 911. This time, six offices responded. The same two were also there. This time they were not laughing. We made our way into the ambulance, and I thought as my abuser did, act out violently when you cannot get your way. We are going to do anything to get in control of something controlling us.

I made another call to 911. This time, six offices responded. The same two were also there. This time they were not laughing. We made our way into the ambulance, and I thought as my abuser did, act out violently when you cannot get your way. We are going to do anything to get in control of something controlling us.
**Child Care**

Child Care needed in clean Clifton home for boys ages seven and nine. Friday or Saturday night each week. Jennifer (973)-868-9159

Caregiver needed to watch two children Monday thru Friday from 3:15 to 4:45 in Upper Montclair. Please call Vince 917-974-0051

---

**Tutoring instructions available for Spanish & Italian. If interested, call Nicolina Mzzo, Certified Teacher at: 973-751-3457**

**NOW HIRING:**

Assistant Production Editor for THE MONTCLARION!

Looks great on any resume, and gives you the opportunity for hands on experience in a business environment.

Stop by our office in SC Annex Room 133 or email msuproduction@gmail.com for details!

---

**SCIENCE MEETS BUSINESS**

Introducing... a Professional Science Master's degree

Master of Business and Science (MBS)

We are now accepting applications!

mbs.rutgers.edu  732-445-5117  psminfo@ceeo.rutgers.edu

---

**Services**

Tutoring instructions available for Spanish & Italian. If interested, call Nicolina Mzzo, Certified Teacher at: 973-751-3457

---

**ADVERTISEMENTS**

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2012
10 AM - 1 PM
NJSI: ORAL HEALTH PAVILION
50 12TH AVENUE, NEWARK, NJ

EXPLORE HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION FAIR

Join us
Meet representatives from the eight schools of UMDNJ
For Info, email exploreumdnj@umdnj.edu, or visit EducationFair.umdnj.edu

Your Future Starts TODAY!

**NOW HIRING:**

Assistant Production Editor for THE MONTCLARION!

Stop by our office in SC Annex Room 133 or email msuproduction@gmail.com for details!

---

The “It’s Only Another Beer”
Blank and Tan
8 oz. pilsner lager
8 oz. stout lager
1 empty mug
1 cry baby
1 pick-up truck
1 white orange
1 tired worker
A few rounds with the guys
Mix ingredients. Add 1 totaled vehicle.

Never underestimate “just a few.”
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.

---

STOP BY OUR OFFICE IN SC ANNEX ROOM 133 OR EMAIL MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM FOR DETAILS!
"SEE YA ON THE OTHER SIDE!"

"My Little Divinci" by Courtney Van Solcher

"Cool they have Divinci Productions here Hey Coming"

"What?"

"My little girl was so excited for a week of camp"

"They said they'll end too Lazy"

---

**Math major**

**Physics major**

**Double Major Math and Physics**

---

Rocky Stowe

MEME

by Anthony A. Stowe

---

"Normal"

"Angry"

"Chief"

"VIA"

"Simpsons"

"MSU"

"MSU"

"SMU"

---

"South Park"

"Disney"

"Marvel"

"Dropper"

"MSU"

"MSU"

"MSU"

---

The Montclarion
The death of Amanda Todd has become a very popular topic this past week. She posted a YouTube video on Sept. 7th called “My story: Struggling, bullying, suicide, self harm.” In the video she holds up cards, displaying chronologically what happened to her. The cards explain how horribly she was bullied, the mistakes she made and her first attempt at suicide. Now there is controversy surrounding the case. Amanda admits that when she flashed a stranger on a webcam when she was in middle school, the man found out who she was and constantly blackmailed her, causing her family to move numerous times. We see her fall into despair, how this one stupid mistake caused so much insecurity in her. She was bullied and isolated everywhere she went to the point of loneliness, which brought her to seek out hope in a boy, who toys with her emotions. It was one stupid mistake that led to her second suicide attempt, in which she succeeded. Although many have been trying to justify her death, like Anonymous, there has been no success.

There are many cases of suicidal teens and bullying, but it’s the controversial feelings behind the Amanda Todd case that makes it a popular topic. We were taught at a very young age that indecent self-exposure is never appropriate, decent or safe. We are taught that there are online predators that target younger children. They are a threat many young children fall victim to. Many feel that Amanda is partly to blame, as we are taught alike to prevent potential threat the internet can cause.

There are some users of Facebook that put all the blame on Amanda. They call her derogatory names and claim that she “had this coming,” but the internet also provides some glimmer of hope. Many have commented on her video showing their support as well as making pages in memory of the girl. Another important factor to this case is the new anti-bullying laws. Any girl exposes herself in this manner can be held responsible that target younger children.

New Jersey is creating new anti-bullying laws. Those who are males all over Canada will carry the blame, as we are taught to justify her death, like Anonymous, there has been no success.

There are many cases of suicidal teens and bullying, but it’s the controversial feelings behind the Amanda Todd case that makes it a popular topic. We were taught at a very young age that indecent self-exposure is never appropriate, decent or safe. We are taught that there are online predators that target younger children. They are a threat many young children fall victim to. Many feel that Amanda is partly to blame, as we are taught alike to prevent potential threat the internet can cause.

There are some users of Facebook that put all the blame on Amanda. They call her derogatory names and claim that she “had this coming,” but the internet also provides some glimmer of hope. Many have commented on her video showing their support as well as making pages in memory of the girl. Another important factor to this case is the new anti-bullying laws. Any girl exposes herself in this manner can be held responsible.

New Jersey is creating new anti-bullying laws. Those who are males all over Canada will carry the blame, as we are taught to justify her death, like Anonymous, there has been no success.

There are many cases of suicidal teens and bullying, but it’s the controversial feelings behind the Amanda Todd case that makes it a popular topic. We were taught at a very young age that indecent self-exposure is never appropriate, decent or safe. We are taught that there are online predators that target younger children. They are a threat many young children fall victim to. Many feel that Amanda is partly to blame, as we are taught alike to prevent potential threat the internet can cause.

There are some users of Facebook that put all the blame on Amanda. They call her derogatory names and claim that she “had this coming,” but the internet also provides some glimmer of hope. Many have commented on her video showing their support as well as making pages in memory of the girl. Another important factor to this case is the new anti-bullying laws. Any girl exposes herself in this manner can be held responsible.

New Jersey is creating new anti-bullying laws. Those who are males all over Canada will carry the blame, as we are taught to justify her death, like Anonymous, there has been no success.

There are many cases of suicidal teens and bullying, but it’s the controversial feelings behind the Amanda Todd case that makes it a popular topic. We were taught at a very young age that indecent self-exposure is never appropriate, decent or safe. We are taught that there are online predators that target younger children. They are a threat many young children fall victim to. Many feel that Amanda is partly to blame, as we are taught alike to prevent potential threat the internet can cause.

There are some users of Facebook that put all the blame on Amanda. They call her derogatory names and claim that she “had this coming,” but the internet also provides some glimmer of hope. Many have commented on her video showing their support as well as making pages in memory of the girl. Another important factor to this case is the new anti-bullying laws. Any girl exposes herself in this manner can be held responsible.
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looting over the loan situation

Converting the college system to fit our budgets

To the Editor: I find myself hanging on for as much information as I can get today.

Joeelyn Choi Columnist

This year’s election season is upon us. When I pass by the newspaper kiosks on campus, I find myself picking up not one, but up to three different newspapers on the way to my next class.

Sherry Jeong

President of the Montclarion

Sherry Jeong, a Math major, is in her first year as a columnist for the Montclarion.

columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Montclarion staff.

Barack Obama in the 2012 debate.

The president bites back during the second presidential debate.

Yesterday evening, the broadcast of the presidential debate was blatant evidence that President Obama is not running for himself, but for the American people.

Alex Coppola

Columnist

It was obvious that Mitt Romney had a lot of fire in his eyes, and he was not going to let the President have all the fun.

Keep Calm And Continue To Rock On

Why a little bit of music is good on a daily basis

Every emotion in the spectrum can be linked to music in some way.

Today, music is a part of our culture and our identities. From listening to your brother’s amateur garage band to playing a live performance, music can allow us to escape to a special place with no worries or cares.

The most powerful emotions are connected to hearing music. The unparalleled thing about music is that it is not limited to who we are or where we happen to be in our lives. Strong memories can be conjured up through music.

Deep emotions are closely related to a specific song or album of all the biggest musical genres, I would have to say punk rock and alternative, as they have had a huge impact in my life.

Punk rock and its popularity in the 1970s and 1980s is a dying concept in today’s generation. When it comes to the fundamentals of punk rock, people seem to think of it as an expression for rebellious teenagers who have an excuse to act out, do drugs and cause a general ruckus.

It’s rise in popularity brought out the wild side of youth, but I believe we should cut it off before it gets completely different. To me, it is a display of dissatisfaction and individualizes invalid behavior.

Punk rock bands I grew up listening to are bands that represented the world around me and to open up my mind.

It’s compression of being put down in this world and how unfair life as a teenager is. The punk music gives me the courage to go along with a different image than what punk rock is all about.

Obama’s “pay as you earn” plan caps student loan repayment for high-income students will be prevented from receiving the Pell Grant. is it possible to have the best of both worlds? Will everyone who graduates have that ideal program?

Doevel, an applied linguistics major, is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Obama Built On Rage Brings On A Better Debate

Obama’s view is that not everyone is fit for the armed forces. It is an expression of being a citizen of this great nation.

My peers and I are most concerned with the candidate’s position on the debt ceiling. If this outcome will affect us the most. The candidate’s views on this issue are a deciding factor in many of my fellow classmates, but they feel that their views may reflect on the issue of social responsibility, how will they deal with the debt ceiling for the nation as a whole?

Government Romney advises students to pay the debt and tells us to not expect the government to take the debt they are saddled with. Obama is an Ohio student to shop around for something reasonably priced. He advises students to look into scholarships, join the military and ask their parents. As a military veteran who is receiving Montgomery GI Bill benefits to pay for my education and not the debt, I could probably be a poster child for his campaign.
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Loathing Over The Loan Situation

Furthering my existential necessity to run a country.

facial hair, and therefore must refused on the premise that none tions two nights ago. My beard moderate the presidential elec-

fornight. The New York Forest Pro-

Loose ends left him:

Week 9

As the weeks continued to pass, so does the chance of finding repose in this terrifying journey into the unknown. What you are about to read is for educational purposes only, and should not be tested by anyone under any circumstances…

Week 10: My beard wanted to forward an apology to all hockey fans that are disheartened by the postponement. Part of this was fans that are disheartened by the forward an apology to all hockey Week 10: My beard wanted to forward an apology to all hockey fans that are disheartened by the postponement. Part of this was fans that are disheartened by the postponement. Part of this was...
Homecoming 2012 at Montclair State University began with a bang. This year, students were given the raving experience of their life when the school threw a “foam party” host-
ed by DJ Spinbad, a radio and club DJ whose experience includes WVPR and WHIT in New York City. Students came out to celebrate wearing their hottest brightly-colored outfits that included hats, glasses and even necklaces. This added tons of flair to the event.

The beginning of the night was off with hip hop and a mix of pop, which later led to some electronic music. It was freezing outside, especially for those who wore shorts, leggings or cut up shirts. I personally enjoyed the paint party a lot more because there was more school spirit. Another suggestion is to have the party begin a lit-
tle later. The event started at 6 p.m. and ended around 10 p.m. Some students couldn’t make it due to classes. “I remember waiting out-
side on line for over an hour at MCGlow because there were so many students at-
tending. This year, not even half of my grade was at the foam party. I think the paint theme was an excellent idea and should be brought back to Montclair,” said sopho-
more, Nafisatu Zubairu. I agree with Nafisatu. The paint theme in a sense was like Dayglow, which is a huge event hosted around the United States. However, tickets ran out fast and many people didn’t get a chance to experience it. I remember last year, many of my friends spent so much time putting together unique outfits that would look awesome in paint. The event was dynamic and had a lot of students thilling. “Though the foam party was a cool event, and there was a decent amount of people, MCGlow last year definitely was my favorite.” said sophomore Dana Taylor. Overall, the event was nice. Maybe for next year, the SGA can get a DJ that is well-known in order to have more students come out and celebrate or poss-
ibly redo the paint theme. It was also extremely cold and many people got sick afterwards, so maybe the school can invest in in-
door heating supplies for future outdoor events.

Although the event wasn’t perfect, it was well-known in order to have more students come out and celebrate or possibly redo the paint theme. I think the paint theme was better because it was related to the event and more Nafisatu Zubairu.

Overall, the event was okay. Maybe for next year, we could have a bigger indoor space and should be brought back to Montclair State University.

Foam woes or bubble bliss at Homecoming?

“Foam Party” leaves attendees disappointed

Broadway Dazzles With A Childhood Fantasy

“Peter and the Starcatcher” is not a musical, but the begin-
ing of Act II included the entire motley bunch of pirates dressed as magical mermaids in a full song-and-dance num-
ber complete with a choreo-
graphed kick line, and this was even before the curtains opened. After this side-split-
ning vaudeville-style dance routine, the curtains opened to reveal the vibrant colorful island that would eventually become the celebrated Never-
land in a setting that would only be seen in a bright-eyed child’s wildest imagination.

“Peter and the Starcatcher” is well-known in order to have more students come out and celebrate or possibly redo the paint theme. I agree with Nafisatu. The paint theme in a sense was like Dayglow, which is a huge event hosted around the United States. However, tickets ran out fast and many people didn’t get a chance to experience it. I remember last year, many of my friends spent so much time putting together unique outfits that would look awesome in paint. The event was dynamic and had a lot of students thilling. “Though the foam party was a cool event, and there was a decent amount of people, MCGlow last year definitely was my favorite.” said sophomore Dana Taylor. Overall, the event was nice. Maybe for next year, the SGA can get a DJ that is well-known in order to have more students come out and celebrate or poss-
ibly redo the paint theme. It was also extremely cold and many people got sick afterwards, so maybe the school can invest in in-
door heating supplies for future outdoor events.

When I was a little girl, my younger brothers and I would read our favorite fairy tales in our living room. Us-
ing as assortment of house-
hold items like broomsticks, couch cushions and the in-
estinguishable wonderment that is a child’s imagination, we were princes and prin-
cesses, monsters and fairies. We were princes and prin-
cesses, monsters and fairies. We had students going wild. “I remember waiting out-
side on line for over an hour at MCGlow because there were so many students at-
tending. This year, not even half of my grade was at the foam party. I think the paint theme was an excellent idea and should be brought back to Montclair,” said sopho-
more, Nafisatu Zubairu. I agree with Nafisatu. The paint theme in a sense was like Dayglow, which is a huge event hosted around the United States. However, tickets ran out fast and many people didn’t get a chance to experience it. I remember last year, many of my friends spent so much time putting together unique outfits that would look awesome in paint. The event was dynamic and had a lot of students thilling. “Though the foam party was a cool event, and there was a decent amount of people, MCGlow last year definitely was my favorite.” said sophomore Dana Taylor. Overall, the event was nice. Maybe for next year, the SGA can get a DJ that is well-known in order to have more students come out and celebrate or poss-
ibly redo the paint theme. It was also extremely cold and many people got sick afterwards, so maybe the school can invest in in-
door heating supplies for future outdoor events.

This stage adaptation doesn’t disappoint!

My brothers and I could have only dreamed of doing, capturing the innocence and wide-eyed sense of excitement that a child has when they tell their favorite story and bring-
ing it to a big Broadway stage. With a set of hilarious large-chaired characters, an incredibly innovative atmos-
phere and an awesome twist on one of the most beloved children’s tales of all time, Peter and the Starcatcher pro-\nvides an incredible experience for adventurers of all ages.

I give it five stars and de-
mand all who are interested to get their tickets soon. The show’s final performance is Jan. 20. Like Peter’s illustri-
ous “starstuff,” this show is a treasure that you’ll want to discover for yourself.
Peak Performances

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE

cloud

by Caryl Churchill
Directed by John Pietrowski

Oct. 18, 24 & 26 • 7:30 p.m. | Oct. 20 • 8:00 p.m. | Oct. 28 • 2:00 p.m. | L. Howard Fox Theatre

Attempts On Her Life

by Martin Crimp
Directed by Debbie Saivetz

Oct. 19, 23 & 26 • 7:30 p.m. | Oct. 21 • 2:00 p.m. | Oct. 27 • 8:00 p.m.
L. Howard Fox Theatre

*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.
The 7th annual New York Comic Con occurred this past weekend, Oct. 11–14, at the Jacob Javits Center in New York City. Some well-known entertainers that appeared were Sean Astin (“Lord of the Rings”), Lou Ferigno (“The Incredible Hulk”), Adam West and Burt Ward (the 1960s “Batman” TV series). There was also the annual appearance of legendary comic book creator Stan Lee. Most attractions were featured every day. These included booths that showcased brand-new video games, such as “God Of War: Ascension,” “Assassin’s Creed 3” and “Resident Evil 6.” Marvel Comics had a very interesting booth where they introduced a new Massive Multiplayer Online (MMO) game called “Marvel Heroes.” At this booth, you were able to complete certain tasks to acquire points and exchange them for prizes. Everything at this booth was free for participants.

The largest attraction was for “The Walking Dead.” There were many panels and meet-and-greets just for the show, all of which included members of the cast and crew. It was the highlight of the weekend for many attendees.

As usual, Comic Con highlighted many comic book and graphic novel artists and writers in “Artist Alley.” Here, attendees were able to meet all the people responsible for developing their favorite comic book/graphic novel series and purchase some artwork by the artists. All of the writers and artists were willing to sign whatever you brought them that they worked on. This aspect became very productive for many die-hard fans.

Cosplay and costuming was huge this weekend and spanned all types of media, from comics to video games, as well as animation and television shows. The regular mainstays were present: Batman, Spiderman, etc. What was interesting, though, was the high volume of “Deadpool,” “Assassin’s Creed,” “Mass Effect” and “Game Of Thrones” cosplayers. Some costumes portrayed influential members of pop culture very well.

One element of Comic Con that was surprising was the amount of musicians that were also featured. One of the most famous musician was Kirk Hammett, lead guitarist for Metallica. On Friday he and a fellow horror movie-loving friend hosted a panel that promoted Hammett’s new book on classic horror movies and a Q&A. On Saturday, Kirk hosted a meet-and-greet where he autographed his book. Overall, this year’s New York Comic Con was a massive success and plans have already begun for next year.
The Fresh Social Club Art Show, held on Oct. 11 at Gallery U in Montclair, was a radical showing of punk and skate art from local artists. Contributing artists to the show included Jason Saroka, Samuel Frisch, Max Rauch, Robert Schoeerman, Ryan Siegel and Andrew Nisivocia. Pieces ranged from photography to screen-prints to even "decked out" skateboard decks.

All artwork was put up for sale, and all proceeds from each sale will be donated to Universal Institute Rehab.

With plenty of food, good music and chill vibes, this art show was a cool gathering of local supporters of the art and punk scene.

Local Montclair residents, friends, family and true punk/skate enthusiasts made appearances throughout the night, and many hope to see events like these in the future.

Jason Saroka, the curator at the event, is also the founder of The Fresh Clothing and The Social Club. "The Fresh Social Club is a monthly party," said Jason. Each social club event will be held at a different location.

The first was a benefit art show at Gallery U in Montclair, followed by an after-party down the street.

The next is happening on Nov. 17 at Idle Hands Bar in New York and will also serve as The Fresh’s winter clothing release party. Jason hopes to continue to host fun events for the niche community of artists, skaters, punk kids and sneaker heads. Events like these are only word of mouth, so keep an eye out for the next event sponsored by The Fresh Clothing.
The annual Big Apple Invitational being in its 46th year last weekend. The Red Hawks faced off against the Five Towns Owls in a conference battle whose results were still unknown at press time. The Owls made it a very close match, but the Red Hawks were able to pull out the win in the end.

For the first time this season, the Red Hawks saw themselves with a win against the Owls. The Owls played a strong first set, but the Red Hawks fought back and took it in a tightly contested set 25-23. They ended up with a 1-1 tie heading into the second set, which was a much tighter battle than the first. The Owls fought back and took the second set, but the Red Hawks once again battled back and won the third set 25-21 to win the match 3-1.

The Owls scored 16 points to the Red Hawks' 23 in the match. The Red Hawks had five service aces and four blocks against the Owls' one service ace and two blocks. The Red Hawks had 36 kills to the Owls' 20, and their .452 attack percentage was much higher than the Owls' .227 attack percentage.

The Owls had 13 service aces to the Red Hawks' four, but the Red Hawks had 20 digs to the Owls' nine. Nicole Wojtowicz and Nicole Ruffalo had 14 digs each for the Owls. The Owls had 20 points in blocks, while the Red Hawks had six. The Owls had 10 aces, while the Red Hawks had one. The Owls had one service error, while the Red Hawks had five. The Owls had 39 points in kills, while the Red Hawks had 53. The Owls had 39 points in total points, while the Red Hawks had 67. The Owls had two service violations, while the Red Hawks had one.

The Owls had a 2-3 record in conference play and an overall record of 6-18. The Red Hawks had a 3-4 conference record and an overall record of 10-16. The Owls had six service aces, while the Red Hawks had three. The Owls had 13 kills and seven blocks, while the Red Hawks had 20 kills and 12 blocks. The Owls had 11 points in total, while the Red Hawks had 33. The Owls had one service error, while the Red Hawks had six. The Owls had 10 points in total, while the Red Hawks had 33. The Owls had 20 points in total, while the Red Hawks had 33. The Owls had two service violations, while the Red Hawks had one.
During the NFL opening weekend, a record-setting five rookie quarterbacks started for their respective teams. These rookies are Russell Wilson of the Seattle Seahawks, Trent Richardson of the Cleveland Browns, Brandon Weeden of the Cleveland Browns, Heisman trophy winner Robert Griffin III of the Washington Redskins and number one draft pick Andrew Luck, selected by the Indianapolis Colts.

Before the start of this season, the most rookies to start an opening weekend was three, and that was in the 1960s. Back then, it was rare for a rookie to start in any position, let alone quarterback.

Now more than ever, quarterbacks are coming out of college ready to dive right into the game. With last year’s performance by the Cincinnati Bengals’ Andy Dalton, who took his team to the playoffs, and the Carolina Panthers’ Cam Newton, who broke almost every rookie record there was to break, there were bound to be high expectations for this year’s crop of rookies as well.

The biggest surprise has come in the form of Russell Wilson, who beat out veteran Matt Flynn for the starting spot in the preseason. Wilson is currently the smallest quarterback in the NFL, at 5’11” and barely able to peer over his offensive line. But Wilson has proven that size means nothing to being successful. The Seattle Seahawks are 4-2 going into week 7. Wilson has passed for over 1,000 yards and 8 touchdowns, the most out of all the rookies.

The Seahawks have already faced some tough opponents, such as the New England Patriots and the San Francisco 49ers. Packer Passers (despite the questionable- able victory), and with Wilson as their quarterback, Seattle looked like a team destined for good running game, the Seahawks could have been DLC. Miami Dolphins rookie Ryan Tannehill is another story. After a very average start to the season, with two overtime losses to the Jets and the Cardinals, most expected Tannehill to be in the second tier of rookies, underneath guys like Luck and RG3. Tannehill, however, is slowly developing into what the Dolphins need. Tannehill shows little hesitation in the pocket and is starting to minimize his errors, throwing two touchdowns and no interceptions in his last two games. With a few tweaks here and there, the Dolphins could come back from their by week swing awing.

Cleveland Browns Brandon Weeden faces a challenge that none of the other rookie have: his age. Now a few years old, Weeden played a few years of professional baseball before attending Oklahoma State. He is one of the most quarters retired, Weeden has played about four years on him, if that. Is that enough time for serious development and improvement in four years? So far, Weeden has shown that he’s struggling with his decision making and throwing. The Browns are 1-5 in six games. Granted, Weeden has limited weapons in his offense with the exception of running back Trent Richardson. The Browns are 1-5 and in last place in the AFC North. Weeden faces fellow rookie Andrew Luck this weekend in Indianapolis.

Luck, who’s expectations may be higher than any other rookie’s, has at times shown why he was the number one pick, and at some other times been questionable. So far, Luck has had some struggles with his passing. He’s thrown at least one interception in four of his last five games. He maneuvers incredibly well in the pocket, but has made some hasty decisions that have led to big losses, including multiple picks in the red zone.

Like Weeden, Luck has very little to work with on his offense, aside for veteran receiver Reggie Wayne, and his offensive line has some holes to fill. The Colts are in the midst of rebuilding their franchise with Luck as their centerpiece, and despite some shakiness, Luck still shows a lot of poise, promise and potential that could make this team extremely powerful in the future. Heisman trophy winner Robert Griffin III was the Washington Redskins’ first round pick of the 2012 NFL draft. RG3 is a dynamic first game against Drew Brees and the New Orleans Saints at the Superdome. Since then, RG3 has been projected to be the “next Cam Newton,” alluding to Newton’s record-breaking rookie season. RG3 shows the same kind of running ability that Newton did with 379 rushing yards. However, RG3 is showing some rookie mistakes like just take the rest. When things begin to shake up, it affects his performance. He has shown that luck is, sometimes making the big play and sometimes losing it. All eyes are on RG3 as he looks to give Washington a winning season.

Week seven in the NFL has a lot of rivalry games as well as some really bad teams playing more really bad teams. After my latest article which called out Dez Bryant, Jordy Nelson and Darrel McFadden, they all came out and performed for a combined six touchdowns. If this is how we fare for week seven, here is the top quarter- backer, running back and wide re- ceiver you should start this week.

1) Eli Manning, QB, New York Giants: The G-Men are ranked last in passing defense and Manning finally has healthy receivers. This game should not only be a great NFC East match-up, but also a test to see if Manning can finally lead the New York Giants to the playoffs. Whether it will be Victor Cruz or Hakeem Nicks catching passes, someone will be gonna

2) Tie: Adrian Peterson/Trent Richardson: Both running backs are a must start for me this week and the only reason I don’t put Richardson by himself is because he’s had a serious knee injury and his official game status is uncertain at the time of public in. With that being said, if Rich- ardson is not starting, or even playing for that matter, Peterson may be the best back this week. It’s true he hasn’t scored since Week one, but he’s carried the ball on nearly every single play this season (ex- cept for Percy Harvin’s great runs). Arizona is 19th in rushing defense, while for Richardson, all that needs to be said is look at what Shonn Greene did against the Colts.

3) AJ Green, WR, Cincinnati Bengals: This week I’ve been nice to the above players, here are three that you normally would play in your roster except for this week and I will be mean about it.

While I have been nice to the above players, here are three that you normally would play in your roster except for this week and I will be mean about it.

1) Cam Newton, QB, Carolina Panthers: This has to prove how much I’ve been disappointed by Newton, my personal favorite player in the NFL. Not only was he featured on my Top five backs of the season so far, but now I won’t even put him in here because I’m a Jets fan and I’m blindered by their performance last week, especially since I was in attendance. Or am I? The Jets (without Revis) shut out the Bucs (without Travon Walker) 24-17. If Tramon Williams isn’t the best cornerback in the league for passing yards allowed per game, then who is? Normally, I would say21

2) Brandon Weeden, Cleveland Browns: As surprising as this may seem, the Seahawks may have just as good of a defense as the Browns, and they played them this week. While their secondary is getting most of the attention, especially with Richard Sherman, the defensive end called Tom Brady, this defense as a whole ranks second in rushing yards allowed per game. I'm not even considering Frank Gore this week.

3) Brandon Lloyd, WR, New England Patriots: I’m not just putting him in here because I’m a Jets fan and I’m blindered by their performance last week, especially since I was in attendance. Or am I? The Jets (without Revis) shut down the NFL’s leading rusher in passing yards per game, Reggie Wayne. Normally, I would say beware of Tom Brady after getting upset by the Seahawks because he’s an- gry, but then again, the Jets are an uproar. A win against the Colts looks nice, but a win against the Patriots are the Rams are coming back from a cross-country trip, Lloyd is banged up and only one touchdown on the season? Sit him.

Fantasy Football: Start or Sit?

Mike Pendleton

1) Eli Manning, QB, NY Giants: The Giants are ranked last in passing defense and Manning finally has healthy receivers. This game should not only be a great NFC East match-up, but also a test to see if Manning can finally lead the New York Giants to the playoffs. Whether it will be Victor Cruz or Hakeem Nicks catching passes, someone will be gonna

2) Tie: Adrian Peterson/Trent Richardson: Both running backs are a must start for me this week and the only reason I don’t put Richardson by himself is because he’s had a serious knee injury and his official game status is uncertain at the time of public in. With that being said, if Rich- ardson is not starting, or even playing for that matter, Peterson may be the best back this week. It’s true he hasn’t scored since Week one, but he’s carried the ball on nearly every single play this season (ex- cept for Percy Harvin’s great runs). Arizona is 19th in rushing defense, while for Richardson, all that needs to be said is look at what Shonn Greene did against the Colts.

3) AJ Green, WR, Cincinna- ti Bengals: He may just be the host wide receiver in football this year. He’s averaging 189 yards per game in five weeks and will face a Steelers defense that is struggling. If AJ Green hasn’t gone past nine recep- tions this year, but I could certainly see a 100 yard and at least one touchdown. The Green-Balloton combination is turning out surprisingly
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Rookie QBs Proving They’re Here to Stay

Taylor Zappa

Sivor Wells

Trent Richardson

Eli Manning, QB, New York Giants: The Giants are ranked last in passing defense and Manning finally has healthy receivers. This game should not only be a great NFC East match-up, but also a test to see if Manning can finally lead the New York Giants to the playoffs. Whether it will be Victor Cruz or Hakeem Nicks catching passes, someone will be gonna

1) Eli Manning, QB, New York Giants: The Giants are ranked last in passing defense and Manning finally has healthy receivers. This game should not only be a great NFC East match-up, but also a test to see if Manning can finally lead the New York Giants to the playoffs. Whether it will be Victor Cruz or Hakeem Nicks catching passes, someone will be gonna
nada, zip, zilch

(What most kids know about preparing for college.)

Without the help of an adult, it may be confusing for students to find their way to college. If you know a student with dreams of a higher education, do your part and help lead the way. Learn how at...

KnowHow2Go.org 800-433-3243

GLOBAL CHEF, Sakulchol “Oak” Cholup
From Thailand to USA, Come taste what people are talking about! One of our talented chefs has traveled thousands of miles and timezones to COOK especially for you.

October 22nd & 23rd
Sam’s Place
11:30am-2:30pm & 4:30pm-8:00pm

NOW OPEN
The PLAZA at Blanton
From Soup to Nuts
You name it, we have it!
Your never have to leave campus, we have all your essentials from gourmet sandwiches to soap! COME STOP BY TODAY!

SALUTE TO BOLLYWOOD
SAM’S PLACE
October 25th 2012
3pm-6pm
Come experience authentic Indian Cuisine, colorful Bollywood Movies and witness Traditional Dances by the Indian Culture. If you are lucky, you might be able to get a Henna Tattoo.

Facebook.com/Sodexomsu
Who's Hot This Week

Bill Roman
Running Back — Football
Roman played an integral role in the Red Hawks’ win over the Lions. Roman ran for 126 and two touchdowns on the day, including a 66-yard run on MSU’s first play of the second half.

Stefanie Gomes
Forward — Soccer
Gomes recorded the first hat trick of her career last week as she helped lead the Red Hawks to two NJAC victories. Gomes now leads the team with 26 points and is tied for most goals on the team with 11. Gomes is also ranked third in the NJAC for both points and goals.

Game of the Week

Women’s Soccer
vs. Stockton
October 20, 6:00 p.m.

The Red Hawks will take on the Ospreys in their second-to-last game of the season. MSU is currently tied for the NJAC lead.

For updates, check out: www.montclairathletics.com and @TheMontclarion on Twitter
A spirited home crowd of roughly 30,000 showed up Saturday to watch the Montclair State Red Hawks football team defeat their archival The College of New Jersey Lions by a score of 24-14 in the annual Homecoming game. Still filling in for the injured A.J. Weepu, junior running back Bill Roman rushed for 126 yards and two touchdowns as the Red Hawks snapped their two-game losing streak, looking to gain some ground in the NJAC standings. The Lions, on the other hand, lose their own nine after an MSU punt for their first drive of the game. They drove 63 yards down the field before senior quarterback Daniel Dugan threw his first interception of the season to the game's junior safety Matt Mascino. They would commit another turnover on the next drive as a fumble forced by junior linebacker Adnan Sakiri was recovered by fellow junior linebacker Marc Apolinari wall. The Red Hawks turned the ensuing possession into a 12-yard, 74-yard drive that ended with a two-yard touchdown run by Roman for the first score of the game.

The turnovers continued for the Lions in their second possession as defensive back Matthew Chierici and junior linebacker Marc Apolinari wall forced a fumble recovered by Adnan Sakiri that setup a 34-yard field goal by junior kicker John Schubert. The Lions would turn the ball over on just their second possession, to tie the game in the second quarter. The Lions would score the last points of the half on a 16-yard touchdown pass from Dugan to the Red Hawks’ seven-point lead. Freshman receiver Marc Apolinari wall. The Red Hawks took possession on the Lions’ 45 with two minutes to play and drove 37 yards down the field, finishing the drive with a 55-yard field goal by junior kicker John Schubert Oct. 12, 4 seconds remaining. The Red Hawks would quickly drive through the locker room leading 17-7. The Lions got the ball back at the start of the second half but were forced into a three-and-out. The Lions took the ball on the first play of the following drive and took 66 yards down the field for a touchdown to make the score 24-7, just over a minute into the second half. The Lions fumbled on the follow through of a second field goal attempt by Schubert with 2:39 remaining in the second quarter. The defense would be the best of the entire game, holding strong and a field goal attempt by Schubert was blocked by junior long snapper Drew Perkins. It was the first kickoff block for MSU since 2005. Thanks to his 91-yard kickoff return for a touchdown, MSU’s Michael Klimk, was named NJAC Special Teams Player of the Week. It was the first return for a touchdown for MSU since 2007 and the longest since 2005.

There’s always an empty feeling when your team gets knocked out of the playoffs. As of Tuesday night, the Detroit Tigers are now just one game away from not only making it to the World Series, but by doing so by potentially sweeping the New York Yankees. From 2006 on, Detroit has simply had New York’s number by holding a 9-3 record against them in the postseason. If all of this wasn't enough to force yet another turnover.

The never-say-die Cardinals were able to make a run back from trailing by a score of 6-0 against the Washington Nationals in Game five of the ALDS. Meanwhile, the Giants had theirs backed up against the wall by the Cincinnati Reds, but they were able to pull themselves by winning three straight games and thereby advancing to the NLCS. This series between the two clubs seems to be the more competitive after one two. While was to at least go to six if not seven games to see which team will rep--resent the National League. My prediction is that the Cardinals will take the series in seven games and square against the Tigers. If that’s the case, it will then be a rematch of the 2006 World Series, while also potentially mak- ing it the first time since 1970 that two teams would meet in a World Se- ries. Without having to look any further ahead, let’s sit back and enjoy the rest of these two series.